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1.    Internal waves with stratification and rotation.   
 We observe in both ocean and atmosphere strong internal waves with a variety of  wavelengths/
frequencies.   In the ocean particularly, waves with frequencies near the Coriolis frequency, f,  have the most 
mechanical energy.   Suppose internal waves of  all frequencies are generated by wind blowing on the sea 
surface. 
    o    If  we assume that equal energy flux is put into each frequency-band by the wind,  describe how the 
energy density per unit volume,  kinetic plus potential (KE + PE) (kg m-1 sec-2 ), will vary with frequency if  
we observe it with current meters/density probes below.   
   That is, find E(σ) where E is  KE + PE and σ is frequency. 
 
 Discussion. We showed that waves with group velocity  

cg  have energy equation (averaging over 

several wavelengths) 
 

∂E
∂t

= −∇ • (Ecg ) .  For a steady-state calculation assume  ∂E/∂t = 0 and assume it to 

be homogeneous in x,y… so the righthand side is just  -
 

∂
∂z
(Ecg |z ) .   Here we are  expressing the 

distribution with frequency σ in terms of  the energy spectrum,  E(σ) which is defined so that E(σ)dσ is the 
amount of  E between frequencies σ and dσ.  This is what we observe with instruments on a deep-sea 
mooring (which record time-series at a point without discriminating between different wavelengths/
wavenumbers) .   See if  the answer looks something like the typical observed spectrum.  Note that there are 
various ways to write the group velocity; here we want to express it in terms of  frequency σ.  It is useful to go 
to polar coordinates (K, φ) where K = (k2 + m2)1/2 is the total wavenumber and φ  is the angle between the 
wavevector and horizontal.
 o Show that then the dispersion relation is  σ 2 = N 2 cos2φ + f 2 sin2φ  and hence that 

cos2φ = (σ
2 − f 2 )

N 2 − f 2 )
.  Now we pointed out that with the frequency a function of  angle of  propagation, φ, 

only and not of  wavelength, the magnitude of  the group velocity is 
1
K

∂σ
∂φ

; together these should help 

express the vertical group velocity in terms of  frequency. Assume that K, the total wavenumber, does not 
vary with frequency σ.   Thus we want to express the vertical group velocity in terms of   φ first of  all, then in 
terms of  σ.  Some trigonometry is needed but only that  cos2ø + sin2ø = 1.  Take care in relating the vertical 
component of  cg to the total magnitude of  cg  in terms of   φ f. 

2.    Nearly geostrophic flow over hills and valleys.  We derived the internal gravity wave field generated by a sine-
wave lower boundary, first with the boundary moving to the left and then with the boundary fixed in place 
but the fluid moving to the right.   We also looked at the case with rotation (f) included and slow flow, such 
that no internal waves were generated (the ‘intrinsic’ frequency was below f).   In this case the disturbance 
due to flow over the sine-wave mountains died off  exponentially with height.

 Take this solution as a model and solve for the slow flow over a ‘checker-board’ mountain range,   h 
= A sin (k0x) sin (k0y).  (sin a sin b = 1/2 (cos(a-b) - cos (a+b)) The altitude contours of  h show a pattern of  
roundish mountains and valleys.  You can add two sine-wave solutions together to do this, or assume the 
horizontal structure of  pressure p’(x,y) to be like that of  the topography.    

 A key step here is to express the boundary condition correctly.  In the class example we simply said 



    w = A sin(kx - σt) at z = 0 
without relating A to the height of  the topography.   We can work in terms of  the vertical velocity variable w, 
but here’s a short-cut:  
  Our ‘master equation for internal waves, geostrophic adjustment and now for geostrophic flow/thermal 
wind shear over mountains is:
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The righthand side expresses the initial conditions at time t=0, which are related to the PV (potential 
vorticity) of  the initial state of  the fluid. The particular solution of  the equation gives the steady geostrophic 
flow while the homogeneous solution supplies the waves that allow the initial conditions to be satisfied.   For 
basic wave problems we set the righthand side equal to zero. 
     For slow geostrophic flow,  scale analysis tells us that only the 2d and 3d terms survive:
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= 0         (***)

This cousin of  Laplace’s equation is what gives us exponential vertical structure with sinusoidal horizontal 
solutions. 
        The MASS conservation equation (density equation) is
 ρ’t + U0 ρ’x + w ρ0z = 0  where ρ = ρ0(z) + ρ’(x,y,z,t)   
but here the waves or flow is stationary so the first term is zero.  Now the vertical velocity at 
the lower boundary is found from the ‘no-normal-flow’ boundary condition which yields
 w = u •∇h (z = h(x, y))       
Here the sign comes from the fact that h is the height not the depth. 
The linear approx to this is    
              w = U0 hx    at  z = 0. 
Combine the two equations to find
 U0 ρ’x + U0 hx ρ0z = 0    
or
             ρ‘    = - h ρ0z
Thus the density perturbation at the bottom is simply proportional to the height of  the fluid 
parcel relative to its mean height which, once you see it, seems clear (since the fluid is rising 
and falling over the topography, perfectly following the shape of  the mountains in this 
model).   Now from vertical MOM conservation,
             ρ0 wt            = -p’z  - g ρ’
For the slow flow we are working with the pressure will be nearly hydrostatic, so the vertical 
acceleration need not be kept unless one wants to look at the full range of  internal gravity 
waves too.   
   Finally the boundary condition becomes
            p’z =  h(x,y)g ρ0z   =  - h(x,y) ρ0 N2    at z = 0



with N assumed to be constant.    THus if  p’ is chosen as the variable (as we have done in 
the wave equation in lectures) the b.c. can now be applied,  giving the full solution p’(x,y,z) 
and its related velocities (through geostrophic balance) and vorticity and PV. 
   For PV, we have written PV = (f  + ζ)/H  for a 1-layer fluid with depth H(x,y). For this 
stratified fluid the 1/H part becomes expressed in terms of  the vertical thickness of  fluid 
layers between streamlines, which can be expressed in terms of  the stratification as

  PV ≡ q ≈ ρ0
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For slow, nearly geostrophic flow this reduces to
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and this gives us a way to look at PV in this solution.  Since PV is conserved following the 
fluid flow, the following, though surprising, occurs:
  
In terms of  our variable p’, for the slow-flow case kU0 << f,  the flow is nearly geostrophic 
and so 
  ζ  = (1/fρ0) ∇2p’  
and  ∂ρ’/∂z =  (1/g) ∂2p’/∂z2  
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So we see that our governing equation (***) says that the PV of  the flow is constant.   We 
know that PV is conserved following the flow in absence of  friction or internal forcing 
terms, so this makes good sense.  We imagine the flow coming from upstream in this 
problem happens to have the same value of  PV on each streamline.    We see also again that 
p’ is a streamfunction for the geostrophic flow:   (∂p’/∂x, ∂p’/∂y) = ρ0f(v, -u).

 Interpret the solution as thoroughly as possible:  show how the thermal wind equation applies;  how 
the vertical height scale of  the disturbance to the flow relates to the Rossby deformation radius;  where are 
there cyclones and anticyclones;  how this relates to potential vorticity (PV) conservation;  how the horizontal 
velocity changes direction with z;   is there pressure drag on these mountains as there was when internal 
waves are generated?     Plot the constant pressure p’ curves, which are close to being streamlines for the flow,  
in the x,y plane with Matlab (if  possible, otherwise make a careful sketch by hand).  Show on this plot where 
vorticity, density  and vertical velocity are positive and negative.  An interesting feature of  this solution is that 
for some values of  Uo,  A,  N and f  closed streamlines appear above the mountain tops.  These occur only at 
lower levels where the distortion of  the flow by the topography is strong.  They are a generalization of  
‘Taylor columns’ to a stratified fluid; we might call them Taylor ‘cones’ since they decay with height.  Though 
not required, you could investigate these.  


